Podcasts for Kids & Tweens

Wow in the World
Hosts Guy Raz & Mindy Thomas takes a hilarious and light-hearted approach to topics that
are currently being discussed - and discovered - by scientists. Adults will enjoy this one as
much as the kiddos.

Story Pirates

If the idea of a bunch of actors, comedians and improvisers taking on the challenge of a story
written by kids sounds like a good way to get your silly on, you will love Story Pirates.
When you’re needing a break from story time duties and also want to avoid screen time, this
one is the perfect
antidote.

Short & Curly
Odd name aside, this podcast is perfect for kiddos that love to pose challenging questions or
think up oddball scenarios to understand the world around them. This podcast takes ethical
questions to real school kids and presents the topics in a fun and engaging way. Get your
debating skills ready though, because this podcast helps develop empathy and critical
thinking skills for all ages.

The Past & the Curious
The popularity of Lin Manuel Miranda’s Hamilton has brought on a whole new generation of
history lovers. Keep your future historians engaged with this quirky podcast. The Past and
the Curious takes a
humorous approach to
telling little-known stories
from history.

Stuff You Should Know
While not actually intended for kids, this one is perfect for more precocious kiddos and
tweens. Taking on a wide range of topics from the inane to the mind-blowing, the hosts will
entertain old and young alike on car rides or stir-crazy quarantine days.

Sesame Street Podcast
I know! It blew our minds too! Everyone’s favorite monsters have jumped into the digital age
feet-first with a podcast geared towards the youngest set. Nip “are we there yet?” questions in
the bud with this
engaging and educational
distraction.

The Unexplainable Disappearance of Mars Patel
Whether you grew up on The Goonies, or you have a kid that keeps asking when they will
be old enough to watch Stranger Things; this podcast will have you wondering when Season
2 will come out, right along with us. Gripping and suspenseful, this mystery focusing on

middle schoolers searching for their missing friends will have you hooked and bingelistening right along with your tweens.

The Allusionist
The hilarious Helen Zaltzman takes us through self-proclaimed linguistic adventures.
Bookworms, curious minds, and future writers will especially love this entertaining podcast
about words, language, and grammar.

